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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company's website runs on Amazon EC2 instances behind an
Application Load Balancer (ALB) The website has a mix of
dynamic and static content Users around the globe are reporting
that the website is slow Which set of actions will improve
website performance for users worldwide?
A. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution and configure the
ALB as an origin Then update the Amazon Route 53 record to
point to the CloudFront distribution
B. Host the website in an Amazon S3 bucket in the Regions
closest to the users and delete the ALB and EC2 instances Then
update an Amazon Route 53 record to point to the S3 buckets
C. Create a latency-based Amazon Route 53 record for the ALB
Then launch new EC2 instances with larger instance sizes and
register the instances with the ALB

D. Launch nev. EC2 instances hosting the same web application
in different Regions closer to the users. Then register the
instances with the same ALB using cross-Region VPC peering
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which configuration feature is available with an IBM DS8888?
A. Liquid cooling
B. Remote System z power control
C. Number of controllers
D. NVS size
Answer: B
Explanation:
Key elements of the DS8000 series power subsystem include the
following components:
References:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5344.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche Praxis hat einen Zweck, der die Anpassung der Praktiken
und Dienste der Organisation an VerÃ¤nderungen umfasst
GeschÃ¤ftsanforderungen?
A. Dienstkonfigurationsverwaltung
B. Beziehungsmanagement
C. Kontinuierliche Verbesserung
D. Service Level Management
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company is collecting a large amount of data from a fleet of
IoT devices. Data is stored as Optimized ROW Columnar (ORC)
files in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) on a
persistent Amazon EMR cluster.
The company's data analytics team queries the data by using SQL
in APache Presto deployed on the same EMR cluster. Queries scan
large amounts of data, always run for less 15 minutes, and run
only between 5 PM and 10 PM.
The company is concerned about the high cost associated with
the current solution. A solution architect must propose the
most cost-effective solution that will allow SQL data queries.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Store data in Amazon S3 Amazon Redshift Spectrum to query
data
B. Store data in Amazon S3. Use the AWS Glue Data Catalog and
Amazon Athena to query data.
C. Store data in EMR File System (EMRFS) Use Presto in Amazon
EMR to query data

D. Store data in Amazon Redshift Use Amazon Redshift to query
data.
Answer: D
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